Targeted and synergistic therapy for hepatocellular carcinoma: monosaccharide modified lipid nanoparticles for the co-delivery of doxorubicin and sorafenib
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Purpose: Targeted hepatocellular carcinoma therapy was carried out to improve the efficacy of liver cancer treatment. The purpose of this study was to design an N-acetylgalactosamine (NAcGal) modified and pH sensitive doxorubicin (DOX) prodrug (NAcGal-DOX) for the construction of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs).

Methods: NAcGal-DOX and sorafenib (SOR) co-loaded LNPs were designed and the synergistic effects were evaluated on human hepatic carcinoma (HepG2) cells in vitro and anti-hepatic carcinoma mice model in vivo.

Results: Cellular uptake efficiency of NAcGal modified LNPs was significantly higher than unmodified LNPs. NAcGal modified LNPs showed the most significant inhibition effect among all the samples tested. The results revealed that the LNPs system achieved significant synergistic effects, best tumor inhibition ability and the lowest systemic toxicity.

Conclusion: These results proved that the NAcGal conjugated and pH sensitive co-delivery nano-system could be a promising strategy for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma.
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Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) remains a major global health problem. It is the fifth most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. Currently, due to the majority of patients diagnosed with HCC that are not eligible for surgery, systemic therapy has often been another treatment option for those patients with advanced disease including common therapeutic regimens based on doxorubicin and sorafenib. However, various clinical studies have demonstrated that conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy had low response rates and lacked overall survival benefit.

In HCC patients, doxorubicin (DOX) has the highest activity among chemotherapy agents including gemcitabine and capecitabine, with a response rate of 20% and a median survival of 4 months. However, the lower response rate and severe side effects like cardiotoxicity and cytotoxicity to normal tissues have hindered its clinical application. Therefore, targeted drug delivery strategies and targeted drugs have emerged as the most promising fields, and have become research hotspots globally. Current strategies to deliver DOX include using nanoparticles (NPs) with
long-circulative polyethylene glycol (PEG) and stimuli-responsive materials.\textsuperscript{10, 11}

Prodrug-based targeted nanoparticulate drug delivery systems have many advantages as platforms for cancer therapy.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, our strategy to address the limitations of DOX is to synthesize N-acetylgalactosamine modified and pH sensitive DOX prodrug (NAcGal-DOX). N-acetylgalactosamine (NAcGal) targets hepatic cancer cells where asialoglycoprotein receptors (ASGPR) are highly expressed. The pH sensitivity allows rapid drug release at the tumor site where pH is lower than 7.4.\textsuperscript{13, 14} Recently, studies have designed monosaccharide (galactosamine, NAcGal) and disaccharide (pullulan) decorated nanocarriers for DOX delivery, and achieved liver target in vitro and in vivo based on animal models.\textsuperscript{15–18} However, there are no studies about NAcGal conjugated and pH sensitive (hydrazine linked) DOX prodrugs.

Targeted drugs for HCC therapy are other effective choices. Sorafenib (SOR) is the only US Food and Drug Administration approved treatment for advanced HCC, achieving modest response rates.\textsuperscript{19–21} It is an oral multikinase inhibitor that suppresses tumor cell proliferation and angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{22} It inhibits various receptors, namely VEGFR1-3, PDGFR-B, c-KIT and Fms-related tyrosine kinase-3, and exerts cytostatic effects to achieve its anticancer activities.\textsuperscript{23, 24} In a randomized phase II trial, outcomes have revealed that the combination of SOR and DOX had synergistic effect; specifically, the combination arm had an overall survival of 13.7 months compared to 6.5 months in the DOX group, and progression free survival (PFS) of 6 months in the combination arm vs 2.7 months in the DOX arm.\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) were designed for co-delivery of SOR and NAcGal-DOX to improve their synergy and reduce the side effects.

In this present study, we report the development of multifunctionalized LNPs for HCC targeted delivery of NAcGal-DOX and SOR. NAcGal-DOX conjugates were synthesized with NAcGal decoration, PEG and acid-labile hydrazine links. The LNPs were fabricated by single-step nanoprecipitation. pH responsiveness of the LNPs was evaluated in vitro by drug release behavior with different pH mediums. Finally, in vitro cell viability assays were carried out on HCC cells (HepG2 cells); and in vivo antitumor activity of drugs loaded LNPs was evaluated in HepG2 tumor xenograft mouse model.

### Materials and methods

**Materials**

SOR was purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA). NAcGal, DOX, polysorbate 80, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), fetal bovine serum (FBS), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), and 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]–2,5-diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Compri® 888 ATO was obtained from Gattefossé (Saint-Priest, Lyon, France). Injectable soya lecithin was obtained from Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany). All other chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade or high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade and used without further purification.

#### Synthesis and characterization of NAcGal-DOX

NAcGal (1 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF) and NaH (1 mmol) was added as a solid followed by the addition of tertbutyl bromoacetate (1 mmol) in 2 mL of DMF to get mixture 1.\textsuperscript{17} After stirring at room temperature for 48 hours, hydrazine (1 mmol) and EDC (1 mmol) was added into mixture 1 and stirred for 4 hours in an ice bath to form mixture 2. DOX (1 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (10 mL) and added into mixture 2 and stirred for another 24 hours, dialyzed against excess ultrapure water for 48 hours to produce NAcGal-DOX (65% yield). Hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance (\textsuperscript{1}H NMR) of NAcGal-DOX in dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (600 mHz) is presented, and each proton peak is identified according to the structural formula: $^6$ 1.21 (1, $–$CH$_2$); 2.05 (2, $–$C–OH); 2.82 (3, $–$CH$_2$–); 3.11 (4, $–$CH$_2$–O); 3.84 (5, $–$O–CH$_3$); 4.19 (6, $–$CH–); 4.93 (7, $–$CH$_2$–C=O); 5.38 (8, $–$O–CH–C–); 5.96 (9, $–$C–CH–C–); 6.91 (10, $–$NH–CO–); 8.11 (11, $–$NHAc) (Figure 1).

#### Preparation of LNPs

NAcGal-DOX and SOR loaded LNPs (NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs) were prepared via single-step nanoprecipitation (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{26} Briefly, NAcGal-DOX (100 mg), SOR (100 mg), and injectable soya lecithin (1 g) were dissolved in DMSO (5 mL) as the oil phase. Polysorbate 80 (200 mg) was dispersed in deionized water (20 mL) to form the water phase. The oil phase was added to the water phase dropwise under gentle stirring (300 rpm). The NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs were self-assembled with continuous stirring for 30 minutes at room temperature. For purification, the solution was dialyzed against excess ultrapure water for 2 days (molecular weight cut off, 3,500 Da).

DOX and SOR loaded LNPs (DOX/SOR LNPs) were prepared by the same procedure using DOX instead of NAcGal-DOX. NAcGal-DOX loaded LNPs (NAcGal-DOX LNPs) were prepared by the same procedure without SOR. SOR loaded LNPs (SOR LNPs) were prepared by the same procedure with SOR instead of NAcGal-DOX. LNPs were self-assembled with continuous stirring for 30 minutes at room temperature. For purification, the solution was dialyzed against excess ultrapure water for 2 days (molecular weight cut off, 3,500 Da).
procedure without NAcGal-DOX. Blank LNPs were prepared by the same procedure without NAcGal-DOX and SOR.

Characterization of LNPs

The particle size and zeta potential were measured by the Nano-ZS apparatus (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). To evaluate the drug contents and loading efficiency, 5 mg of LNPs were distributed into the mobile phase (acetonitrile/methanol/1% acetic acid in a ratio of 35:38:27) and stirred overnight. DOX concentration was determined with UV spectrophotometry (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) at 478 nm and SOR concentration was evaluated by high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). The percentage drug content was calculated using the following equations:

\[
\text{Drug content (\%) = } \frac{\text{Drug weight in the NPs}}{\text{Weight of the NPs}} \times 100;
\]

\[
\text{Loading efficiency (\%) = } \frac{\text{Residual drug in the NPs}}{\text{Initial feeding amount of drugs}} \times 100.
\]

**In vitro drug release of LNPs**
LNPs was dissolved in 1 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in the presence or absence of 10% mouse serum, and placed in a sealed dialysis tube (molecular weight cut off, 8–10 kDa).28 The dialysis bag was then submerged in 50 mL tubes (Falcon, BD Labware, NJ, USA) containing 20 mL sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM) of different pH (ie, 7.4 and 5.5), and incubated in water-bath at 37°C with a shaking rate of 100 rpm. Drugs released from the dialysis bags were collected at scheduled time intervals and their amounts were quantified by HPLC as described above.

**Cells and animals**
Human liver carcinoma cells (HepG2 and HuH7 cells) were from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA), and the cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS, at 37°C under atmosphere of 5% CO₂/95% air. BALB/c nude mice (4–6 weeks old, 18–22 g weight) were purchased from Beijing Vital River Experimental Animal Technical Co., Ltd (Beijing, China), and were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions. All animal experiments complied with the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of laboratory animals (NIH Publications No 8023, revised 1978) and approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Hebei University (HBU-No 1020170607002).

**Cellular uptake of LNPs**
Intracellular accumulation assay was used on HepG2 cells to quantitatively determine the cellular uptake of the LNPs.29 Coumarin 6 (C6) was applied as a model fluorescent molecule and was loaded into the LNPs by adding C6 to the oil phase during the preparation of the LNPs. After cells were equilibrated with Hank’s buffered salt solution (HBSS) at 37°C for 1 hour, C6 loaded LNPs were added at concentrations of 200 mg/mL, respectively. The medium was removed after incubation for the determined time, the fluorescence intensity was measured by inversion fluorescence microscope and the picture was captured. Then the cells were washed three times with cold PBS solution and detached with trypsin/EDTA. The cells were centrifuged at 1,500 rpm, 4°C for 5 minutes, the supernatant was discarded, 300 µL of PBS was added to re-suspend the cells and injected to a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

**In vitro cytotoxicity of LNPs**
The in vitro cytotoxicity of LNPs towards HepG2 and HuH7 cells was evaluated by MTT assay.30 Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 6,000 cells per well in 0.1 mL DMEM solution and incubated in 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37°C for 24 hours, followed by removing culture medium and then adding 0.1 mL of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, NAcGal-DOX LNPs, SOR LNPs, free DOX and SOR mixture (free DOX/SOR), free DOX, free SOR, and blank LNPs. Cells incubated with 0.1 mL of PBS were used as control. After 24 hours’ incubation, the medium was discarded and 20 µL of MTT solution was added to the cells for another 4 hours. The absorbency of the medium solution was measured on a microplate reader at 570 nm. The cell viability was expressed using the following equation:

\[
\text{Cell viability (\%) = } \frac{\text{The absorbency of sample}}{\text{The absorbency of control}} \times 100.
\]

**In vitro synergistic effects of LNPs**
Half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC₅₀) was then calculated for each sample according to the in vitro cytotoxicity results. Synergistic effects of the systems containing dual drugs can be evaluated by a combination index (CI) analysis based on the Chou and Talalay’s method.31 CI values for DOX and SOR were calculated using the following equation:

\[
CI = \frac{(D_{\text{DOX}}^D)_{\text{DOX}} + (D_{\text{SOR}}^D)_{\text{SOR}}}{(D_{\text{DOX}}^X)_{\text{DOX}} + (D_{\text{SOR}}^X)_{\text{SOR}}}
\]

where \((D_{\text{DOX}}^D)_{\text{DOX}}\) and \((D_{\text{SOR}}^D)_{\text{SOR}}\) are the concentrations of DOX and SOR in the combination system at the IC₅₀ value; \((D_{\text{DOX}}^X)_{\text{DOX}}\) and \((D_{\text{SOR}}^X)_{\text{SOR}}\) are IC₅₀ value of DOX alone and SOR alone.

\(\text{CI}_X < 1\) represents synergism and \(\text{CI}_X > 1\) represents antagonism. In this study, \(\text{CI}_X\) values were applied and the IC₅₀ values were used for calculation.

**In vivo tissue distribution of LNPs**
The hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice model was induced by subcutaneous injection of HepG2 cells (10³ cells suspended in 100 µL normal saline) into the right and left
flanks on the dorsal side of the BALB/c nude mice. The mice were divided into three groups (n=6) and NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, and free DOX/SOR were administered through the tail vein, separately. At predetermined time intervals, mice were sacrificed and the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, stomach, colon, and tumor of mice were collected. The tissues were cut into small pieces and homogenized with physiological saline. After appropriate dilution of supernatants, the content of DOX and SOR was quantified by HPLC as described above.

**In vivo therapeutic efficacy of LNPs**

The hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice were randomly divided into nine groups (n=6) and administered with NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, NAcGal-DOX LNPs, SOR LNPs, free DOX/SOR, free DOX, free SOR, blank LNPs, and 0.9% normal saline, respectively, through the tail vein on Days 0, 3, and 6. Tumor volumes were calculated according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Tumor volume (mm}^3\text{)} = \frac{L \times W^2}{2}
\]

where \(L\) is the longest and \(W\) is the shortest tumor diameter (mm).

Then mice were sacrificed and tumors were harvested at the completion of the experiment. Tumor weights were measured, and tumor growth inhibition ratio was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Tumor inhibition ratio (%) } = \frac{(\text{Tumor weight of saline treated group}) - (\text{Tumor weight of drug treated group})}{\text{Tumor weight of saline treated group}} \times 100.
\]

**Blood collection and analysis**

The hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice were divided into three groups (n=6) and NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, free DOX/SOR, and 0.9% normal saline were administered through the tail vein, separately. On Day 7 after injection, the blood was collected into heparinized tubes through cardiac puncture under anesthesia and animals were euthanized via \(\text{CO}_2\) overdose. Blood was centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4\(^\circ\)C to isolate plasma, which was immediately flash frozen on liquid nitrogen until processing. Plasma was assayed for blood enzymes as biomarkers for different tissue toxicity using assay kits, namely, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), alanine transaminase (ALT), and creatine phosphokinase (CPK).

**Evaluation of toxicity during the repeated treatment**

The hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice were divided into three groups (n=6) and NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, free DOX/SOR, and 0.9% normal saline were administered through the tail vein, separately. The physical conditions and body weight change of mice were monitored for 3 weeks.

**Results**

**Characterization of LNPs**

The particle size, zeta potential, drug content and loading efficiency of LNPs were measured (Table 1). The size of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs is 121 nm, which is larger than that of DOX/SOR LNPs (102 nm). Sizes of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs and NAcGal-DOX LNPs are the same. DOX/SOR LNPs, SOR LNPs and blank LNPs have similar sizes. The polymer dispersity index (PDI) of all LNPs was below 0.2. Drug contents of drugs loaded LNPs are over 80%.

**In vitro drug release**

DOX releases from NAcGal-DOX contained LNPs at pH 5.5 are faster than pH 7.4 (Figure 3A). For NAcGal-DOX/SOR, over 80% release of DOX was achieved at 36 hours in acidic condition (pH 5.5). In contrast, in a neutral environment the release reached 80% at 48 hours. The SOR releases were not affected by the pH conditions (Figure 3B). The release

**Table 1 Characterization of LNPs (mean ± SD, n=3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LNPs</th>
<th>Particle size (nm)</th>
<th>Size distribution (PDI)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>Drug content (%)</th>
<th>Loading efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOX</td>
<td>SOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs</td>
<td>121±3.5</td>
<td>0.16±0.03</td>
<td>−37±4.3.6</td>
<td>80±1.9</td>
<td>83±3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOX/SOR LNPs</td>
<td>102±3.2</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
<td>−24±1.2</td>
<td>82±1.3</td>
<td>82±3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX LNPs</td>
<td>120±3.2</td>
<td>0.15±0.02</td>
<td>−35±9.3</td>
<td>81±1.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOR LNPs</td>
<td>100.9±2.7</td>
<td>0.13±0.02</td>
<td>−23.6±3.1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>84±3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank LNPs</td>
<td>101±2.5</td>
<td>0.12±0.01</td>
<td>−22.1±2.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DOX, doxorubicin; LN, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; PDI, polymer dispersity index; SOR, sorafenib.
curves of the same system in pH 7.4 and 5.5 followed the same behavior. The SOR release from NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs was slower than that from DOX/SOR LNPs and SOR LNPs.

**Cellular uptake of LNPs**

Cellular uptake of the LNPs increased with time (Figure 4). Cellular uptake efficiency of NAcGal modified LNPs was significantly higher than unmodified LNPs \((P<0.05)\). After 9 hours of incubation, over 70% of cell uptake was achieved by NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs.

**In vitro cytotoxicity of LNPs**

NAcGal modified LNPs showed the most significant inhibition effect among all the samples tested \((P<0.05)\). Dual drug loaded LNPs exhibited higher efficiency than single drug loaded LNPs \((P<0.05)\). The LNP samples had better performances than their free drug counterparts \((P<0.05)\). In addition, data revealed blank NPs that do not contain drugs showed negligible toxicity (Figure 5). The in vitro cytotoxicity results indicated that DOX and SOR released from LNPs could play an enhanced anti-tumor effect.

**In vitro synergistic effects of LNPs**

To select the suitable DOX and SOR amount loaded in the LNPs to get the best synergism effect, CI\(_{50}\) values were calculated according to the IC\(_{50}\) values of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, NAcGal-DOX LNPs, and SOR LNPs (Table 2). When DOX:SOR ratios were between 10:1 and 1:1, NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs showed synergistic effects. The best synergistic effect was achieved at the weight ratio of 2:1 (DOX:SOR). So the DOX and SOR loaded in LNPs is determined as 2:1.

**In vivo tissue distribution of LNPs**

In vivo tissue distribution of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, and free DOX/SOR was investigated in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice model (Figure 6). After 48 hours of administration, DOX and SOR distributions of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs were higher in the tumor tissue than DOX/SOR LNPs \((P<0.05)\). DOX/SOR LNPs showed better tumor tissue distribution than free DOX/SOR \((P<0.05)\). At 2 hours post injection, free DOX/SOR showed higher accumulation in heart and kidney than LNP formulas \((P<0.05)\).

**In vivo therapeutic efficacy of LNPs**

In vivo antitumor efficiency of LNPs evaluated in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing BALB/c mice (Figure 7) was stronger than free drug(s), which showed modest anti-cancer activity with tumor growth inhibition ratios of 17%–44% (Table 3). Saline-treated mice displayed a rapid increase in tumor size during the experiment. Among all the groups, NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs exhibited the most potent anti-tumor activity. The tumor growth was inhibited with a tumor growth inhibition ratio as high as 87%.
Figure 4 Cellular uptake efficiency of the LNPs evaluated on HepG2 cells, fluorescence images (A) and flow cytometry (B).

Note: Data represent mean ± SD (n=3).

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.

Figure 5 In vitro cytotoxicity of LNPs evaluated on HepG2 (A) and HuH7 (B) cells by MTT assay.

Note: Data represent mean ± SD (n=3).

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.
Blood analysis

Blood enzyme levels were measured serially once a week over the 3-week course of treatment (Figure 8). Although the differences in blood enzyme activities between the treatment groups were not statistically significant ($P > 0.05$), the trends in blood enzyme levels consistently suggested lower toxicity of LNP treatment relative to free DOX/SOR therapy in tumor models. Free DOX/SOR treatment resulted in an increase in LDH, ALT, and CPK.

### Toxicity during the repeated treatment

Toxicity of LNPs was studied in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice. As shown in Figure 9, the mice treated with free drugs led to over 20% body weight loss on Day 21. In contrast, the LNP administration group showed no obvious changes in body weight. This suggests that all of the LNP formulations were well tolerated. In contrast, decrease of body weights in free drugs treated mice could be the evidence of the toxicity of the systems.

### Discussion

In the present study, a novel NAcGal conjugated and pH sensitive LNP system is applied for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma. At the beginning of this study, NAcGal modified and pH sensitive PEGylated DOX prodrug conjugate was synthesized. In order to achieve the synergistic effects of DOX and SOR on hepatocellular carcinoma, LNPs were successfully prepared by single-step nanoprecipitation. The size of LNPs and their DOX/SOR content have been shown to significantly affect their payload and efficacy in tumor treatment.

### Table 2 IC$_{50}$ and CI$_{50}$ values of LNPs with different DOX and SOR content (mean ± SD, n=3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LNPs</th>
<th>DOX:SOR (w:w)</th>
<th>IC$_{50}$ DOX (µM)</th>
<th>IC$_{50}$ SOR (µM)</th>
<th>CI$_{50}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX LNPs</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>19.52±1.65</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOR LNPs</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>51.36±2.75</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 10:1</td>
<td>15.23±1.23</td>
<td>1.52±1.65</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 5:1</td>
<td>12.68±1.04</td>
<td>2.54±1.65</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 2:1</td>
<td>1.96±0.08</td>
<td>0.98±0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 1:1</td>
<td>11.36±0.89</td>
<td>11.36±0.69</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 1:2</td>
<td>12.21±1.52</td>
<td>24.42±2.21</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 1:5</td>
<td>9.17±0.46</td>
<td>45.85±3.17</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs 1:10</td>
<td>5.92±0.31</td>
<td>59.23±3.61</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations**: DOX, doxorubicin; IC$_{50}$, inhibitory concentration; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib; w:w, weight:weight.

---

**Figure 6** In vivo DOX tissue distribution of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, and free DOX/SOR investigated in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice at 2 hours (A) and 48 hours (B) post administration. In vivo SOR tissue distribution of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs, DOX/SOR LNPs, and free DOX/SOR investigated in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice at 2 hours (C) and 48 hours (D) post administration.

**Note**: Data represent mean ± SD (n=6).

**Abbreviations**: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.
Figure 7 In vivo therapeutic efficacy of LNPs in terms of changes of tumor volume (A) and tumor burden (B) evaluated in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing BALB/c mice. 

Note: Data represent mean ± SD (n=6). 

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.

Table 3 Tumor inhibition ratio of LNPs and free drugs (mean ± SD, n=6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs</th>
<th>DOX/SOR LNPs</th>
<th>NAcGal-DOX LNPs</th>
<th>SOR LNPs</th>
<th>Free DOX/SOR</th>
<th>Free DOX</th>
<th>Free SOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor inhibition ratio (%)</td>
<td>86.9±3.8</td>
<td>72.5±3.9</td>
<td>63.7±3.2</td>
<td>49.1±2.7</td>
<td>44.3±2.3</td>
<td>30.6±1.8</td>
<td>17.1±0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.
blank LNPs and SOR LNPs was about 100 nm, with narrow polydispersity indexes lower than 0.2. This could be evidence that the loading of the drug has no obvious effect on the size of the LNPs. Particle size has a great impact on the in vitro and in vivo efficiency of the NPs, including prolonged blood circulation time and mediated targeted effect. Drug contents of all LNPs have no significant difference. These results indicated that LNPs had good drug entrapment capacity.

Figure 8 Blood enzyme levels measured once a week over 3-week course of treatment.
Notes: Plasma was assayed for blood enzymes using assay kits, namely, LDH (A), ALT (B), and CPK (C). Data represent mean ± SD (n=6).
Abbreviations: ALT, alanine transaminase; CPK, creatine phosphokinase; DOX, doxorubicin; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.

Figure 9 Toxicity of LNPs in terms of body weight loss studied in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice.
Note: Data represent mean ± SD (n=6).
Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; SOR, sorafenib.
In vitro drug release study of LNPs was investigated at pH 7.4 and 5.5.\textsuperscript{37} In acidic media, the release of DOX was faster than that in the neutral environment. This may be because the pH sensitive hydrazone bonds could cleave much more easily in the lower pH and the degradation of the LNPs occurs predominantly via hydrazone bond cleavage and released the DOX loaded in the LNPs. The pH value of the bloodstream is \textasciitilde 7.4, while the existing tumoral pH and that of endocytic compartments of the cells generally range from 4 to 6.\textsuperscript{38} This difference in pH value makes pH-triggered drug release possible. The DOX release rate from LNPs increased when pH was lowered. These findings suggest that the weak acidic condition of tumor tissue is favorable for release of DOX.\textsuperscript{28} Further, upon internalization into tumor cells via endocytosis, the low pH of the phagolyosomal system will facilitate more rapid release of DOX due to lower pH. The SOR release from NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs was slower than that from DOX/SOR LNPs and SOR LNPs. In vitro drug release of the LNPs may be controlled by erosion, corrosion, and diffusion processes.\textsuperscript{39} Drug depot effects could be achieved by the carriers, which could lead to the sustained release of hydrophobic drugs. The more sustained SOR release behavior from NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs than from DOX/SOR LNPs might be explained by the modification of NAcGal ligands that decelerated the release of drugs. Once within the endosomal compartments, the drugs can be released from the LNPs and induce their toxic impacts. In addition, in the presence of serum, the release of drugs was not affected, indicating the stability of LNPs in circulation.

The in vitro cellular uptake research could provide some circumstantial evidence to display the advantages of the NP formulation entering the cancer cells. Cellular uptake efficiency of NAcGal modified LNPs was significantly higher than other LNPs. This could be attributed to enhanced cancer cell specific adherence of the NAcGal ligands to the liver cancer cell membrane. The improved activity and penetration of drugs delivered with NAcGal modified LNPs can be made use of to improve the efficacy of the standard drug dose, attenuate side effects, and overcome drug resistance.\textsuperscript{29}

In order to verify the enhanced anticancer effect of the LNPs, the proliferation inhibition of LNPs was tested against HepG2 and HuH7 cells. Free drug and drug mixtures were used as the controls. The cell proliferation inhibition efficacy of all the samples exhibited a strongly dose-dependent pattern. Higher cytotoxicity of the drug-loaded LNPs than free drug indicated that LNP delivery systems can enhance cytotoxicity in vitro. It is encouraging that the anti-tumor activity of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs was obviously higher than the other groups, especially in the range of higher drug concentration. To validate the synergistic effect of drugs co-loaded NPs on HepG2 cells, the CI was further determined using the isobologram equation of Chou and Talalay.\textsuperscript{40} NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs displayed an overall CI value <1 when the DOX:SOR ratio was between 10:1 and 1:1. In the ratio of 2:1, the combined anti-tumor effect of the dual drug-loaded LNPs was the best and could develop the ability of the drugs to the largest extent, suggesting the best DOX:SOR ratio in the LNP formulations.

In vivo drug distribution of LNPs was higher in tumor tissue and lower in the heart and kidney, which could decrease side effects during tumor therapy. Conversely, drug solution samples are mainly distributed in heart and kidney. This may lead to systemic toxicity. Higher distribution of drugs in LNPs in tumors than in other tissues, especially at 48 hours of testing, might be due to the sustained release behavior and targeted ability of the LNPs, thus prolonging blood circulation time and better targeting the tumor site. Higher accumulation of NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs than DOX/SOR LNPs was observed in the tumor tissue. This could be evidence that the NAcGal ligands would bring about the target ability to the LNP system. Toxicity of LNPs was studied in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing mice in terms of body weight changes. On Day 21, mice treated with LNPs showed no obvious changes in body weight, while free drugs led to over 20% body weight loss. The decrease of body weight in free drug treated mice is likely due to the toxicity caused by free DOX and SOR distributed to normal organs. Considering the results along with the blood enzyme level analysis and tissue distribution, these LNPs groups could be indicative of tumor cell death and not necessarily nonspecific tissue damage.

In vivo antitumor efficiency of LNPs was evaluated in BALB/c mice bearing hepatocellular carcinoma. The HepG2 cell line is an aggressive cancer cell line with a high proliferation rate, and saline-treated mice displayed a rapid increase in tumor size during the experiment. Free drug(s) showed modest anti-cancer activity, while stronger therapeutic responses were observed in LNP treated mice. NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs exhibited the most potent antitumor activity among all the groups; the tumor growth was almost completely inhibited. The results revealed that the higher anti-tumor efficiency of drugs after co-loading in NAcGal-DOX/SOR LNPs than in DOX/SOR LNPs is related to the targeted ability of NAcGal. Also, this high therapeutic efficacy is consistent with the strong synergy between DOX and SOR. The facilitated co-delivery of DOX and SOR by DOX/SOR LNPs also plays an important role as DOX/SOR.
LNP were much more active than the free drug combination (free DOX/SOR) in antitumor activity.

Conclusion
In summary, this research provides a solution to formulate a specific NAcGal modified pH sensitive LNP system for the co-delivery of DOX and SOR for combination hepatocellular carcinoma chemotherapy. The LNP system achieved significant synergistic effects, best tumor inhibition ability and the lowest systemic toxicity. These results proved that the NAcGal conjugated and pH sensitive co-delivery nano-system could be a promising strategy for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma.
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